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Hoi4 reform austria hungary decision

c: Countries, Europe, Central European Countries Edit Share Hungary (Magyarország) is a minor in Central Europe. Its neighbours are Czechoslovakia , Romania , Yugoslavia and Austria . The Kingdom of Hungary, together with three other countries located between Germany and the Soviet Union, received a unique national focal tree as part of the
expansion of death or gilding. Without expansion, Hungary uses the generic national focal tree. The Hungarian national focus tree can be divided into 3 branches and 6 sub-branches: This branch allows Hungary to change its political position. Strengthening the Monarchist Division This branch allows Hungary to elect a democratic, fascist or Habsburg king
and could eventually re-create the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Strengthening fascistsThis twig allows Hungary to become a fascist and create Greater Hungary and join the Axis or create its own faction with Italy. Council of People's Commissioners Warlord This branch allows Hungary to become communist and join the Cominterna. Industrial branch for
revitalization This branch allows Hungary to develop its industry and unlock research slots. One of his subsections is related to the air force subsection. This branch allows Hungary to reject the Triano Treaty and start exploring military technologies. The creation of the air division This subclave allows airforce research and licensing. Army Maneuvers
Subclobrane This sub-branch gives research bonuses for different types of army equipment. This sub-branch deals with the navy but requires Hungary to control the coastal state, as it lacked one in 1936. Hungary at the beginning of the game in 1939 was a fascist country. National spirits[edit] without the permitted death or disgraceful DLC Hungary begins
without national spirits. With the authorised death or disgrace, Hungary began with the Triano Treaty, which disarmed Hungary. This can be removed either by negotiating with Little Entanta proposing the Bled Agreement or by opting out of it if you choose the fascist tree route. Political parties[edit] - code editing] Political ideology Party Leader Country Name
is governed? Szociáldemokrata Part (SZDP) Democratic 25% Sarpad Sakaxit Hungary No Kommunisták Magyarországi Pártja (KMP) Communist 0% Mátyás Rákosi Hungary People's Republic No Horthy Government Fascist 31 % Miklós Horthy Hungary No Függetlenségi és 48-as Part (48P) Unbound 44% Miklós Horthy Kingdom of Hungary Ye-Legists
Non-Aligned ---- Otto von Habsburg kingdom of Hungary No, but can come to power through Focus. Unparalleled ---- Ferdinand V von Melkenburg-Schwerin Kingdom of Hungary Hungary through the national focus. Community content in central European countries is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise specified. Hungary began in 1936 as a
country that did not comply with the elections in March 1939. Hungary at the beginning of the game in 1939 was a fascist country. The national spiritReddit without the permitted death or the infamous DLC, Hungary begins without national spirits. With the authorised death or disgrace, Hungary began with the Triano Treaty, which disarmed Hungary. This can
be removed either by negotiating with Little Entanta proposing the Bled Agreement or by opting out of it if you choose the fascist tree route. Contract of the three-name population: -0.50% military factory construction speed -50,00% Trianon's contract is, in many ways, similar to the Treaty of Versailles, crippling our military and preventing rearm. To see it
changed or removed should be our first-class goal. We can do this by looking for rap achieveers with Little Antanta, offering the Agreement pale, or by giving up completely. The latter option will be widely considered very aggressive and can provoke a strong response. Political PartiesRedmatic Party Ideology Popularity Party Leader Name of the State
Governs? Szociáldemokrata Part (SZDP) Democratic 25% Sarpad Sakaxit Hungary No Kommunisták Magyarországi Pártja (KMP) Communist 0% Mátyás Rákosi Hungary People's Republic No Horthy Government Fascist 31% Mikló s Horthy Hungary No Függetlenségi és 48-like Part (48P) Unbound 44% Miklós Horthy kingdom Hungary Ye-legists Non-
Aligned ---- Otto von Habsburg kingdom of Hungary No, but can come to power through the national focus. Unscathed ---- Ferdinand V von Melkenburg-Schwerin kingdom of Hungary No, but can come to power with a national focus. DiplomacyEdit Hungary begins with claims on the territory of Czechoslovakia, namely in southern Slovakia and Karpatska
Ruthnia. AdvisersEd political advisers Name effect type Kálmán Kálmán Kálmán Sympathy gentleman Improving relations opinion: + 15% 150 Lajos Reményi-Schneller Industry Captain civilian factory construction speed: +10% infrastructure speed construction: +10% Refineries construction speed: +10% 10% 150 Vilmos Rőder Military Industrialist Military
Factory Construction Speed: +10% Snap Speed Construction: +10% Fuel Silo Speed Construction: +10% 150 Gusztáv Gratz Stownch Monarchist Daily Support for Unequized : +0.10 150 Kálmán Darányi Smooth-talking charming trading factor opinion: +10% 150 Zoltán Tildy Silent Workhorse increase political power: +15% 150 László Rajk Communist
Revolutionary Daily Communist Support: +15% 0.10 150 Józs 0.10 150 Gömbös demagogue fascist fascist demagogue Mill fascist FantagOg Support: +0.10 150 Kelemen Rohr Illusive Operational Gentleman Slots: +1 to increase agencies: -15% 150 Strategy needed. Please write Available. Austria-Hungary The order of Hungary, when you play Hungary,
has two achievements that you can win: Mikloš Horty and the Habsburg Prince and better than Saint Iswat. Let's take a look at the achievement of the Habsburg Prince. On one, you need to focus a balanced budget and choose Otto von Habsburg to the throne of Habsburg. Then you have to ask for a referendum on reunification with Austria, and there are
two outcomes: war or reunification. To unite peacefully, you need to devote your political power to improving the relationship between you and Austria and they must have a very good opinion of you through the referendum. If Austria unites peacefully, it means that they voted for reunification. If Austria does not choose or deny the referendum, then go to war.
Put your troops at the border and head for the cities. The takeover of Vienna and Salzburg would end the war quickly enough to attach it before Germany made Anslus. From there, you can announce the restoration of Austria-Hungary. Since Hungary is the new dominant ingredient in the empire this time, your capital will remain in Budapest. Then, pay
attention to Czechoslovakia and improve relations with them as much as possible. This is necessary because the focus of Protector Czechoslovakia gives Czechoslovakia the decision to refuse, become a collaborator or go back to the empire. He needs to become the least contributor, thereby improving relations with them. Rinse and repeat for Romania
through the transylvania focus claims. Then immediately after the demanding Transylvania, you generate a military goal of Yugoslavia (Romania will refuse, giving you a short-lived buff that allows generating military targets, regardless of world tensions) and declaring war. Being at war gets rid of the Treaty of Trianon, so you have to have some saved
political power to change the laws of military service &amp;economy. If Romania cedes all transylvania, you can re-enter the empire after the annexation of Yugoslavia, giving you cores on most of your new territory and in some Italian states, if they are not, you need to choose a hike to the center of the coast to get some claims about Italy for later. While
Hitler would ask Sudetland (most likely early 1939), it is possible to avoid war by strengthening your border with Germany (at least level 4, albeit better) and having large enough air forces to protect them from bombers , however, this requires a huge industrial investment, an alternative approach is a temporary separation with Sudetenland (preferably after
dismantling the fort) and spending time , expanding your industry. In a few months, Hitler had to fight the Allies. At this point, you may have generated too much tension in the world to be allowed in the Allies, but you can join soon after you create a military target for one of your cores or claims in Italy. After Hitler broke the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, you could
join the Comintern to get stalin's help in conquering countries from Britain and France later. To get the better of Saint-Saint the easiest way is to build dockworkers (e.g. in Yugoslavia) and build a battleship, although contrary to the description of achievement, you do not need to build the battleship by acquiring one by acquiring a puppet power - by atying a
naval force such as Italy or Britain - also works (assuming the Victory Together is active). With historical disabilities, the quickest way is to invade Germany first. Head north, take the cities and annex Germany. This will bring you closer to both provinces. Next up, invade France. Just on your way to the Magino line will be a suicide mission, so head through
Belgium (Schlieffen 2: Electric Boogaloo) and Britain will almost certainly guarantee France or Belgium, so you can take Britain down with them. And Italy can join the Axis to bring you down, so you hope that the Austro-Hungarian military were built significantly, you can make a mass invasion of Western Europe. Getting to Paris will bring down the French,
and they will surrender after about half of the country is occupied. Then go to Switzerland to the western border of Italy and attack. This will be a surprise attack for the Italians, so it strained down the peninsula and made a naval invasion of Palestine and Lebanon. Get down to Egypt, catch the Suez Canal (you must also have confiscated Malta and Cyprus
already) and leave in Algeria. Once you have Algeria, you invade Gibraltar. This will make supply lines to the British Raj and antipodes longer and weaken the eastern half of the British Empire. Then put all your troops on the north coast of France and on the navigational invasion of England. When the contracts come, take as much land as possible and what
you need to achieve. As soon as you keep all the necessary provinces, you can get the achievement. For the rest of the achievement, you have to make some invasions. To achieve this, you need to take advantage of Franche-Comté, Lombardi, Emiliano Romagna, Tuscany, Oberschlesien, Lebanon, Palestine, all of Austria, all of Austria and all of
Czechoslovakia. Completing the remainder of the Prince of Habsburg's achievement means war with Italy, Germany, France and Britain. With the free update during the release of La Résistance, Otto von Habsburg came with a leader modifier of a -40 percent requirement for global tensions to begin justifying claims of war. This means that global tensions
need to be only 10% to start claiming to be from the countries. Austria, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Yugoslavia, Poland, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom and France. However, you only need Austria, Czechoslovakia, Romania and Yugoslavia to get the core of Austria-Hungary. For an aggressive strategy for an easy victory for this achievement, first, go
down on a balanced budget to invite the Prince of Habsburgs then to skip the agreement secret cultivation and Bled, to demand a referendum, but instead of allowing Austria to accept, try to get them to disagree and declare ours. of ours. This should save time and allow the player to build troops and industry faster. Building troops with the new workforce
after Austria surrendered and station all of them on the Czechoslovak border and the moment the player began to defend Czechoslovakia, improving relations with them. This should allow the player to apply them most of the time. Then follow the focus tree as usual. Wait until autumn or winter to start claiming Transylvania and improve relations with
Germany, and you hope Romania will refuse while calling Germany to war. This will start the war with the Allies. Once Germany joins the war, the player will have to join the Axis. Note that the moment Romania refuses, this will give the player a short-lived buff of -50% wants speed for war. Either use this to claim or just focus on march to shore later depends
on how early the player wants to start the war with them. Both movements should be different in a few days. After the claim for Yugoslavia was made, he made a new claim against Bulgaria after the fall of Yugoslavia, declared war on Bulgaria. Then turn on the isk Falicia focus and make sure Poland falls. Take their lands This will give the player the industry
needed for the war with the Allies. Build at least 24 parachutes 1W division and help Germany take France, then from Dunkirk, airdrop them to an English port near the capital and make sure to drop 2 brigades on each land and ports to make a beach head before sending your invasion. Capitulate England and win the war with the Allies, take what is needed.
Then wait for Germany to declare war on the Soviet Union, but do not join, wait for Germany and perhaps Italian troops to be deep in Russia, but DO NOT REPEAT DO NOT REPEAT DO NOT LET GERMANY IN TOO DEEP TO THE POINT Soviet can not fight. At least intact soviet border with Hungary. Leave the axis faction and justify Vichy France. This
is important because Germany and Italy will not have troops over the border with the player. This will start the war. Once the justification is over, declare war and take the early surprise, then hold the line so that not only the players troops are well protected, they also receive reinforcement from the Soviet and save their personnel in this way. With any luck,
the Axis may even be fighting the Japanese. Wait until the axis is worn out of the war due to a lack of resources, finish them and take what is needed. Necessary.
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